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Charger Radio
''Design the Logo" Finals
Here's your chance to decide the new logo for Charger Radio, the new
student radio station coming August 2002.

For a better view, vote on line at
http://webpages.uah.edu/~andersms or
indicate your choice on this sheet and
tum it in to the UC Information Desk or
Morton Hall Room 329 by 2/14/02 with
the following information:
Name:
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_StudentID:
Charger Radio: Huntsville's Last
Alternative
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CS Department appoints new chair
By Joel Boyce

SGA and Housing sponsor
UAH home hockey opener
SGApage3

Students should be more
aware of current events
POWBJ.page2

Sports

Women's basketball drop
a game to Alabama A&M

News Writer
Boyceman @l,otmail.com

HUNTSVILLE - Dr.
Heggere Ranganath was
named chainnan of the Computer Science Department at
UAH on October I.
Ranganath, who previously served as a professor
in the Computer Science Department replaced the fonner
chainnan, Dr. Philip Richards,
who returned to the fac ulty.
Ranganath has been a part of
the UAH Computer Science
faculty since 1982. He holds
two Master's degrees in Electrical Engineering with emphasis in Control Systems
and Computer Engineering,
from India and the University
of Louisville, respectively. He
earned his Ph.D. in Electrical
Engi neering fro m Auburn

University in 1980.
Ranganath's research interests include pattern recognition. imaging processing,
artificial neural networks, and
data mining. He has been principal investigator or co-investigator on more than $2
million in research contracts
and grants awarded to UAH.
Some of Ranganath's numerous goals are to continually improve the quality of instruction in the Computer
Science Department, to provide a quality learning experience for students, and to
create a supportive atmosphere in which students can
learn. He wants to ensure that
the Computer Science majors
will receive instruction that is
meaningfu l and practical in
the work environment.
"l f someone gets a degree
from thi department, it

By Sarah Fluhler
News Writer
JdaBelle77@aol.com

UAH's cross country team
ends season at Regionals
COUNTRY pages

Entertainment

MOVIE page&

Huntsville Museum of Art
shows Rockwell originals
HMA page&
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should mean something in
the workplace," said
Ranganath. "Computer Scie nce c annot exist in a
vacuum; it must make a difference in the real world."
Ranganath wants to con-

named

chairman of the

tinually enhance programs
and opportunities that the
Computer Science Department offers in conjunction
with technology trends. Furthennore, he wants to ensure
CSpage11

Balloon launch helps validate AIRS

BASKETBAU.page4

Punch-Drunk Love is just
not your typical romance

Dr. Heggere Ranganat h was recently
Computer Science Department.

UAH professors and graduate students In the Department of
Atmospheric Sciences teamed up with representatives from NOAA
to conduct a balloon launch that would help validate NASA's new
weather Instrument. the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS).
UAH graduate students are watching and learning as the balloon Is
being filled with helium and preparing to lift off.

UAH professors a nd
graduate students in the Department of Atmospheric Sciences teamed up with representatives from OAA to
conduct a balloon launch,
which would help validate
ASA'" new weather in,trument, the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS).
The balloon was IO feet
in diameter and approximately 3,000 gram..,; twice :11,
large as the regu tar
ozonesonde balloons which
arc usually around '>ix feet in
diameter and about 1200
grams. The balloon., expand
a'> they climb into the atmo'iphcre and eventually burst
around 30-35 kilometer..

The team of re earchers
waited about three days for
clear sky conditions and finally around I p.m. on Friday morning, November I,
the cond itions were right
and the launch proce s began. The launch took place
in the west parking lot of the
National Space Science and
Technology Center (NSSTC)
building.
The launch was successful am.I the measuring de, ice.., all worked properly; including the GPS system, a
trading devise that was
used to track the location of
the balloon while in flight and
the final landing place of the
payload after the balloon had
burst.
The payload contain;. the
measuring de" bes and special machines, which arc hand
NOAApage 2

Personal Profile: Dr. Radonovich
By Chris Brown
News Writer
brownc/@email.ua/,.ed11

The £1;po11e111 recent!}
intenie\\.ed Dr. Lewis
Radonovich to find out a little
more about our Provost and
his duties at UAH.
Dr. Radono, ich was born
nonh of Piusburgh, Penn.,yl\ania in a .,mall coal-mining
town. A product of the public school system in Penn-,ylvania, Radonovich went on
to get a Bachelor's Degree in
Chemistry from Thiel College

and hi, Doctoral Degree
from Wayne State Univer.ity
111 Detroit. Michigan.
Radono" ich then spent
three years at Cornell doing
poqdoctoral researc.h in
phy..,ical chemistry and reacti, ity oftran.,ition metab before taking his fiN job as faculty at the Univer.ity of orth
Dakota (U D). He jokes that
most ofhi'> academic and professional career-, ha,e been
spent at big hockey schoob.
Radonovich moved up
through the ranh at U D,
spending five years as a de-

partment chair and two year-,
as A-,sociate Dean of the
College of Ans and cienccs.
He then mo, ed south to the
Univel"\ity of onh rlorida.
where he spent ,even years
as the Dean of Ans and Sci
ences.
Radono,ich came to AH
to sel"\e in the office of Provost, or Vice President for
Academic Affair,, in 2000. He
liked UAH because of the research environment and the
invohement in the space program, which motivated him to
pursue cience when he wa

young.
He was aho excited by the
opponunity to worl. in national le, cl programs and research at UAH. a, well as the
quality of studenh and faculty he saw here.
Radono,ich sees the Provost as .,omeone who
"serves '>tudents and de,el
ops excellence in \tudents
and faculty." The Provost is
considered the chief academic officer of the Uni\'ersity; therefore, he i!, respon\ible for the programs and
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By Patrick
Bobo
Greek Columnist
snakemb I 34@
hotmail.com

Delta Zeta's Killarney Rose Fonnal will be this weekend on November 15.
On ovember 8, the Alpha Tau Omegas and Kappa
Deltas had a barn dance mixer. The Kappa Deltas are al o
involved in two fundraisers in the coming weeks. For all
t~ose people that need to renew or \ ubscribe to a magazmc, they can see a Kappa Delta. They will be selling the
magazines until ovember 21. The second fundraiser is a
"Kate Spade Purse Party" on November 12th. According
to KD Meredith Hall, 'These make great gifts for the holiday season (hint to all you guys out there looking for a
gift for the girlfriend or Mom)!" See a Kappa Delta for
more infom1ation on either of the fundraisers
The Alpha Tau Omega pledges had their 3rd Annual
ATO Auto Emporium last weekend. The classes judged
were Classic (1971 and below), Honda/Acura, Imports,
Modem American Muscle (after 1972), Trucks, and Motorcycles. A portion of the proceeds went to Hope Place.
Pi Kappa Alpha will be having their annual Miss Greek
contest on ovember 13 in the Chan Auditorium. Everyone i invited to attend, and see a Pike for additional
details.
The Sigma Nus had a house party this past wee kend
at the fraternity house. This weekend, the Sigma Nus will
travel to the Embassy Suites Hotel in Nashville for their
annual White Rose Formal. Their annual awards for
Brother, Officer, Pledge. and Alumni of the Year will be
handed out at dinner.
On ovember 9, the pledges of Sigma Nu took twenty
kid~ from Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Huntsville to see
The Santa Clause II. It was a very successful day. On
ovember 24, brother;, pledges. and alumni will gather at
t~e house for the annual Thanksgiving Dinne r to enjoy a
tJme of food and fellowship. The Sigma us will be working the annual Margarita Ball again this year. The
Margarita Ball will be held on November 30. and it benefits Toys for Tots.
The induction~ for Order of Omega, the Greek Honor
Society, will be held on ovember 19 at 8:45 in the University Center. Those that are currently in Order of Omega
and those that are being inducted are invited a nd encouraged to attend.
Elections forthe lnterFratemity Council were on Friday.
The
new
officers
are:
President - Justin Scharber of Delta Chi
Vice President - Luke Howell o f Sigma u
Trea. urer - Dustin Cierk of Pi Kappa Alpha
Recorder - Luke Stevens of Alpha Tau Omega

Colin Powell encourages awareness
By Robert Lopez
Knight Ridderffribune
News Service (KRT)
WASHINGTON-Staying out of other people's business may have been an attractive foreign policy option before Sept. 11, especially to
young people, but when terrori sts attacked the World
Trade Center last year they
were forced to care whether
they wanted to or not, Secretary of State Colin Powell said
Wednesday.
•·we don't live in an island
anymore," he said. "(The
United States) may have two
oceans, but it is not disconnected from any other place
in the world. And our security resL~ on the overall security situation in the world."
As the Cold War ended in
the early 1990s, many Americans, especially college students, lost interest in world
events. Powell spoke about
the apathy during an exclus ive interview in his State

Department office as the
Bush administration was trying to draft a resolution on
weapons inspectors in Iraq.
"I had seen in my first 17
years of life eight ·years of
war," Powell said. "We read
a Jot in those days, followed
current events. But again,
that was in the old days when
everyone was worried about
getting drafted."
Student apathy, not only
about foreign affairs but also
about domestic issue , has
been an issue almo t since
18-year-olds were granted
the right to vote in 197 1. A
recent poll conducted by the
Center for Democracy and
Citizenship found that less
than 2 1 percent of voters between the ages of 18 and 24
cast ballots in the 1998 elections. Less than 50 percent
voted in the 2000 presidential elections.
Though such number
persist, Powell believes that
Sept. 11 and the recent debate on a possible war with

Iraq have had a profound effect.
" Along comes Sept. 11
and they realize, 'My heaven • there is an enemy,' " he
said. 'There is something out
there. It isn't called communism, it isn't called fascism ,
it's called terrorism. For the
first time since 18 12, the
United States was attacked
on its own ·hores by a foreign enemy. This was sobering and it was visual. Everyone could see those towers
fall and the Pentagon get hit
and the plane crash in Pennsylvania, over and over and
over.
"Suddenly we aw there
was l\11 enemy, who had a
name, a face and wa · determined. How do you go after
this enemy? Do you build a
coalition? And for the past
14 month it ha!, come back
into ou r con. ciou ness."
Instead of focu.,i ng on
one geographic area, Powell
aid students should keep an
eye on the world a · a whole.

Across
Campus
On November 15 and 16 ls the home
hockey opening weekend.
_ _WIii you be attending?

Gena Gibbs

Rachel Weaver

Biology
Junior

Communication Arts
Senior

" Of course, where else would I be
but supporting my UAH aiargers."

"Yes, and I think there's going to
be a really great turnout."

IDo YOU HAVE AN
OPINION
ABOUT THIS WEEK ' S
ACROSS THE CAMPUS?

Vote online at

www.uahexixnent.com.

Allen Pike
Mechanical
Engineering
Senior
"Absolutely, wouldn't miss the
catfish for the world."

Lillian Argent
Biology
Senior
"W'th
ad~ictoedut a doubt, yes. I am now
to hockey."

" You can't tum your back
o_n_th~_re;"t of the world," he
...aid . It s hard to -.ep
.
arare
out and say watch this or
watch that. College students,
regardless of where they'
hca_ded in life, have an
gallon to keep themselves
. r
mionned on aJI major iSSUes,
They hould read broadly
and read deeply. But they
shouldn't become so concerned with one area that
they don't see how it eoonects to other countries or
other issue ."
The secretary believes
that student<, who have any
d oubt about the repercuss ions of taking an isolationist stance should see the imp Ii c ations of terrorism,
whether they're in a Moscow
theatre or a Bali nightclub.
"Suddenly those things
arc real," he said. "It makes
peo pl e say if it happens
the re, 11 can happen here."
Though he is often seen
as a moderate in the conser\ ati ve Bu~h administration,
Powell aid thecla.',h ofideu

s
a,

ob:
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NOAA from .,..1
made. o ne JI a time to en,urc accu rac·y. The payload wa, tracked
to the Dallon Water Trta1meat
Plant whert 11 wa, later mrieved
b) illl e mplO}Ce ol the plant and
i, m the proce ~ of being mailed
b.1d, to the rc..ean: h team.
I lo lgcr Vocmcl. l:OI\Cf)il)'"
Colorado. '10AA/C\1DL. Oew
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in ll1ght and 1he payl11ad unul II
r<·adicd the ~round.
l)r. Mil e e wchurch I aa
''"uc,ate Proh~S\M m ahe De·
p.,rtment o l Atmo phenc Sci
en, c, here al UAII and Se111or
Rc,c..rch Sc1en11,t ut the Global
ll~<lruluin and Chmat~ Cenltr II
',\',I(.'. \\ h1le conunenung abolll
the e,pcrnncnt. :-;ew,hurch said.
··11 " all about polluuon and 1eani
mg the pnx·e_.e, th3t rause pol·
lu11on ." lie ,aid tha1 1hc mtll(llll1iun 1hey retrie,e fH>m th,, ti•
perimcnt wo uld help u, conuol
1()\:,11 pollu11o n cond111on,.
Lightner. GraJuJtc Re
,e.11, h .\" "tant al the L n,,er·
"'·
11 1 M,ir}land Balumorc
Count) IL ,10c l measured
r.1d1,11mn gl\en ofl h) the 1111110•
,phcrc using an intcrtcn,rne•c:r aod
me,1,urcd 1hc temperature ■ad
\\,lier ,apor with a laser hght and
I 11) \ R.
I he team helped 10 \ahdate
the \IR <; ,n, 1rument b) transfer
rin~ tropo,phcric and ,tralO,ph<·m: 1nt11rn1a111,n t<> the aid
ht<' o\erhcaJ Thc:1r software cal
cula1e, " ha1 the 1110,urcment
,II<' ,uppo cd 10 be anJ cornp.trn
1ha1 <lata w ith 1he ,nformauon
g1\Cn 10 them h) the re ear ~
tc.1111 he re It 1hen tC t, ho~ \l'f
the t\\o ,,urcc, ma1'h
'\ ewchurch. al<>ng " 11b his
rnlle,1y uc,. ha, pubti,hcd nu::.
ou, an ick, rc~:irding •~ rc.e th
10 11
1ha1 ha, been conducicJ
arc,, over 1hc }ea~.
u(lelllS
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SGA and University Housing sponsor home hockey opener
By Mike Anderson

Wright Drive.
SGA President Leonard
Frederick gives credit where
credit 1s due. ..Jame..,
John,on. a resident ad, isor
The Student Government over in Hou,ing. and we here
As,ociation (SGA) and (.;ni- in SGA helped make it hap, ersity Hou,ing arc sixm,or
pen. \\-e had planned on doing a hockey road trip. of ing ,omething for the stusons. thi, weekend.
dents. and this ,~as a great
The UAII Chargers cooperation between our two
hockey team will face the groups."
United State-, Air Force
Steve Whitlock, resident
Academy this Friday and director at orth Campu,
Saturday night at 7:05. Stu- Rc,idence Hall. echoed
dents are admitted for gen- Frederick's ,entimen ts, "I
eral admission scab free with don't think SGA could do thh
their ~tudent ID, however this alone, and I don· 1 think Hou~trip will force students to ing could do it alone. Coopreach in their wallets ... for a eration between the SGA and
single dollar.
Housing is what it took. We' re
Rep. Gena Gibbs (Sci.). bui Iding rel ations hips beSGA House Programming tween organizations acros
Committee chair, explain , this campus, and that's the
"For $ I, students get a bus key to ucce s."
ride to Papa Lovetti's and get
The synergy has worked
all you can cat Italian. Then well. According to Frederick.
you get back on the bus and SGA is putting up a majority
head over to the Von Braun of the funds for the trip,
Center, you get your free t- around $3,000. Housing has
shirt, and you watch a hockey taken to advertising the event
game. When it' over, we with flyers, voicemail mesbring you back to campu ."
age • and word of mouth.
Tickets went on sale Resident advisor Jonathan
Monday morning. and tu- Hood reported elling almost
dents can purchase them at 40 tickets in the span of an
the North and Central Cam- hour.
pus Residence Hall front
This is not the first time
desks, or at the main Hous- such an event has been ating office at Southeast Cam- tempted. Last year these two
pus Hous ing, 606-A John groups put together a similar

SGA Correspo11de11t
a11dersms@email.uah.edu

e-.ent. and had one person
show up. As of press time.
163 tid,ets had been sold to
thi.., e, ent.
Student, may -.it anywhere they wish on the mc11..1ninc h~,el. howc,er. George
Oltlen. an engineering ,tudent who i, working to create a true ,tudent ,cction at
the game,. i, encouraging
,tudents to sit in Sections 26,
27. 28. and 29. The Pep Band
resides in Section 30.
Whitlock aho stressed
the importance of students
riding on the buses, "Transponation on the bus is mandatory. We've got to make
sure we know who's eating
with us, and fifty people on a
bus will raise more spirit than
fifty cars can."
The buses will leave from
three locations: the Univerity Center, Southeast Campu<; Housing, Central Campu<, Re idence Hall. at 4 p.m.
on Friday to head to Papa
Lovetti's restaurant.
Students who are unable
to attend gan1es, but are near
a computer, are encouraged
to tune in to Charger Radio's
presentation of UAH Hockey
by logging in at http ://
radio.uah.edu. The pre-game
how begin at 6:30 p.m.

L
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uahexponent
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UAH students getting pai nted up and ready for UAH Hockey. SGA and Housing are working together to
make this weekend·s series of games against Air Force a memorable occasion.

----------------------~
SURIN oFTHAILAND
975 Airport Road Huntsville, AL 35802
256.213.9866

Authentic Thai Restaurant
Sushi Bar and Patio

Full bar with martini and wine list

Free Entree
Buy one and get one free
for ALL UAH Staff and students
with valld I.D.
Expires December 4, 2002
Equal or lesser value. UmH $10.00 value. One coupon per visit.
Not valid with any other offer. Sushi not Included.

~--------------------------~
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A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETIC

Cross Country
November 9 South Region Championship
Men (finished 7™)
Women (finished 5th)

Volleyball
November 5 UNA L 3-0
November 7 West. Alabama L 3-0
November 10 Valdosta St. W 3-0
Upcoming games:
November 15-16 GSC Tournament (Florence, AL)
Overall Record
W-L 15-18
Conference Record
W-L 11-5

Hockey
Upcoming games:
Home Opener for Hockey at Von Braun Center (Huntsville, AL)
November 15 Air Force (Home) 7:05 p.m.
November 16 Air Force (Home) 7:05 p.m.

Women's Basketball
November 9 Alabama A&M L 58-57 (Exhibition)
Upcoming games:
November 22-23 Baymont Inn Classic at Spragins
Hall (Huntsville, AL)
November 22 Kentucky St 7:30 p.m.
November 23 Martin Methodist 7:30 p.m.

Men's Basketball
November 9 Alabama A&M L 56-46 (Exhibition)
Upcoming games:
November 22-23 Coca Cola aassic (Montevallo, AL)
November 22 Lane College 2:30 p.m.
November 23 Harding College 2:30 p.m.

Women's team drops heartbreaker
By Ronak Patel
Sports Writer
Ro_93@hotmail.com
Playing their first game
after the car accident that
claimed the life of assistant
coach Lindsey Floyd, the
UAH women' basketball
showed heart and courage on
the campus of Alabama
A&M this past Saturday
night. The Lady Chargers
stood toe-to-toe with a talented A&M ladies team and
lost the contest 58-57 at
Elmore Gymnasium
In the fin,t half, it appeared A&M would run and
hide. They led 35-18 at the
break and for all intent and
purposes; the game ap peared to be over with.
UAH appeared sloppy as
they turned the ball over 19
times and hit only six shots
out of 21 shot attempts.
The Lady Bulldogs even
led by as many as 22 points
during the first half.
But then came the second
half. and then came UAH.
The L ady Chargers
outscored the Lady Bulldogs
39-23 and they (UAH) would
even cut the margin to one
when sta ndo ut fo_rward
LaKendra Hogg nailed a

UAH women' s head basketball coach Andy Blackstone and his squad dropped a heartbreaker 11
Alabama A&M In an exhibition to open the season.

three-pointer with seconds
left.
That would be as close as
the Chargers would get.
As was the theme from
last season on the road, the
Chargers couldn' t seem to
make their free throws.
They converted only 9out of-22 attempts from the
free throw line for the game.

UAH did outrebound

A&M 39-34 on the boards.
Hogg led UAH with 17
poi-nts. Newcomer Andrea
Davis, a 6'0 forward out of
Northwest Shoals Community College, scored 15 poinL<;
and pulled down six rebounds in her impressive debut.
The real season begins on

November 22 when the Lady
Chargers will take on Kentucky State at 7:30 p.m. iD
Spragins Hall to begin the
Baymont Inn Classic.
On November 23, UAH
wi ll take on Martin Method·
isl at 7:30 p.m. inside
Spragins Hall to conclude lhe
Baymont Inn Classic.

Ladies volleyball team closes regular season strong
By Antoine Bell
UA H Sports Information
The Lady Chargers gave
senior Whitney Mock and
Cathryn Sterling a big send
off with a fairly easy sweep
of Valdosta State.
However, the win was
tempe red by news fro m
Harrogate, TN. West Ala-

bama came from two games
back to beat Lincoln Memorial.
With the win, the Lady
Tigers earned second place
in the GSC &t'it and the No. 2
, eed in the upcoming Gulf
South Conference tournament in Florence.
The Lady Chargers have
to settle for the third <,eed and

will face either He nderson
State or Arkansas Tech in the
first round of the to urnament.

West Alabama defeats UAH
3-0 (November7)
The Lady Chargers
needed to beat West Alabama on ovember 7 to
clinch second place in the
GSC East and the East No. 2
seed in the GSC tournament.

Baptist Campus Ministries presents•••
eing Pong Tournament
Double 8imination
November 23, 10 A,,M.
Registration Fee $2.50
To register, email bcm@uah.edu

8

I~ Ping Pong isn't your thing,
Come Join us anyway ~or the
Auburn vs. Alabama game
on the B1G SCREEN.
There will be snacks!

However, the Lady Ttgers had
something to ay about that.
In tead oflocking up the No.
2 spot, the Lady Charger was
swept by West Alabama in
Livingston.
All three games were classic battles, but UWA came
away 3 1-29, 35-33 and 30-24
win. UAH fell to 14-1 8and 105, while the Tigers improved
to 23-12 and I 0-5.
Emily Miller was the only
Lady Charger in double figure with 11 kills. Molly
Heal ey
and
Kri ~tian
Kl e minsky fini shed the

match with nine kills each.
Heather Grumke tallied 34 ru.sists, while Healey led the
defense with 13 digs.

UAH defeats Valdosta St.
3--0(November 10)
The Lady Charger volleyball team gave its sc:niors the
proper send off this past Sunday afternoon at Spragins
Hall , as UAH cruised by
Valdosta State 30-22, 30-20,

30-24.
Coach Laura Taube let
everyone get into the action
during the regular season finale and each player made the

bc-.t of their opportunity.
Freshman hitter Emily
Miller and :.ophomore Molly
Healey each had eight kills 10
pace the Lady Charger ·
Freshman setter Heather
Grumke had 17 assists and
four kHI!.·, splitting time witb
sophomore setter Samantha
Polkowski, who had 12 assists.
.
Senior Cathryn Sterling
left her stamp on Spragins.
Hall with 15 dig:,, in her fi~
home match. Folio~ senior
Whitney Mock had eight
digs and two kilh. As a team.
the Lady Chargers piled up
I I aces and 8.5 block-...

The Exponentis
looking for
Sales
Associates.
Come by
uc 103 for
more details
or email
Fran Flu her at
exponent.ads
@ema11.11atr.sd11;
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Cross Country team has strong finish
By Rachel Robinson
Sports Writer
This pa ·t Saturday, runners and fans alike gathered
at Sharon Johnston Park for
the NCAA South Region
Cross Country meet.
This race wa for more
than just bragging rights, it
was for a trip to the national
meet on ovember 16 in
Ashland, OH.
To qualify, team had to
finish first or second in the
women's 6K race, and in the
men's IOK race, squads had
to finish among the top three
teams.
Each region sends two
men's and women's teams to
the NCAA national meet.
However, if any of these
squads place within the top
eight at the national meet,
that region is allowed to send
one more team to the national
race the following year. This

cenario happened in the
South
Region
when
Harding' men finished 5th at
the 200 I national race.
The men were first to run
thi pa t Saturday, and the
IOK race was completed with
extremely fast times.
The first two finishers ran
under the 30-minute mark.
The winner, Zepherinus Joseph of North Florida University, completed the I OK
course in 29:46, and the second runner, Jacob Rotich of
Harding University, finished
in29:52.
Harding University took
the South Region Championship, defeating second place
Kennesaw State by I point.
The University o f North
Florida finished third and
also qualified for a chance at
the Division II National Title.
For the UAH men's team,
Andrew Hodges was the first
fini her. He place 191h overall

By Mike Anderson
Guest Editorial
andersms@email.uah.edu

The men's cross country team, pictured here. turned In another
strong performance for the season.

out of a field of 125 runners.
As a team, the UAH men
competed well. Previous to
Saturday's race, the Chargers
were ranked 9 111 in the South
Region. However, they finished 7th and bettered their
previous ranking by 2 spots.
They were able to beat Southern Arkansas and Clayton
State University, who were
both ranked ahead of them

prior to Saturday's regional
championship. There were a
total of 18 men's teams that
raced on Saturday.
The women raced second, and like the men's race,
the times were very impresive. Harding's Janet Kogo
finished the women's 6K
course in 20:53, beating the
second finisher, Jennifer Ford
CROSSpage9

Men's basketball squad fights hard
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
Ro_93@hotmail.com
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The UAH men's basketball team was in action thi
past Saturday night at Elmore
Gymnasium on the campus
of Alabama A&M. The
Chargers took part in an exhibition against the Alabama
A&M Bulldogs as the season got started for basketball.
When it was all aid and
done, A&M came out with a
hard fought 56-46 victory
overUAH.
Aided by UAH hooting
only 27 percent from the field
and 19 percent from threepoint range, A&M held a
double-digit lead for most of
the second half. But a late
UA H rally cut the margin to
eight during the late stages,
but it wasn't enough for the
team on this night.
Junior 'o·mloP~nJqi;r, a
transfer from Samford University and older brother
UAH returnee Jamie Gardner,
scored 12 points in the contest to pace UAH's offensive
attack
He was the lone doublefigure scorer for UA H.
In the first six minute of
the conte t, A&M jumped
out to a quick I 0-1 lead and
appeared on its way for an
easy first half against their
inner-city foe.
But, Donnell Carthon hit
UAH's first field goal of the
season at the IO minute mark
to make the score 12-5 in favor of the Bulldog .
After a lay-up by guard
Trey Pinegar made the score
Saevar
I 4-14,
Sigurmundsson hit a pair of
free throws to put UAH up
bythree,at 17- 14.

But then, A&M went on
a I 0-0 run to close out the first
half at 24-17.
The second half of the
contest went something like
this. A&M would fight off
UAH's better offensive output with ome timely buckets and held on to win the

The Best
Winless Team
in the Nation

contest.

A&M outscored UAH 3214 in the paint and their
bench outscored the Chargers' by seven points (20- 13).
UAH would open its
regular season on November
22 in Montevallo, Al. They
will take part in the Coca-Cola

Classic.
Their first opponent will
be Lane College.
Tip-off for that game will
be at 2:30 p.m.
Go to www.uah.edu/Athletic for more information on
the Classic and UAH 's other
games.

USED BOOK HEADQUARTERS

Sell Your Boofts
for CASH$$$

Never before has the UAH hockey squad been looking
up at the College Hockey America conference as they are
right now.
Standing at a less than stellar 0-6 on the season, and
last in the CHA with 0 points, the Chargers have nowhere
to go but up.
Forget the fact that they are currently last in the nation
in defense, allowing 6.17 goals per game. Forget the fact
that they are currently next-to-last in the nation in offense,
scoring a goal and a half per game.
This team is good. Dare I say, the best 0-6 team in the
nation.
Take away three of those 6 games where the " Boys in
Blue" kinda forgot what they were doing out there, and
you've got two 4-2 losses and a 3-2 loss to some of the top
competition in the nation.
The one bright offensive spot for the Chargers so far
has been their speed line of senior Karlis Zirnis and sophomores Jared Ross and Craig Bushey. Combined, they account for seven of the Chargers' nine goals this season. A
combination of never-say-die attitude and some opportunistic play has made this line a dangerous combination on
the ice.
But perhaps the brightest star of the young and floundering season is freshman goaltender Scott Munroe.
Munroe has been splitting time evenly with the two established netminders, senior Mark Byrne and junior Adam
Mac Lean, and has done well for himself. His only tendency
so far is to let in the first shot he sees, and proceed to close
the door the rest of the way. Holding the team's best GAA
at a bloated 5.40, as well as the best save percentage (.894).
And they can change it all this weekend when they face
an Air Force team that has never had an answer for the
Chargers. UA H is 16-9-1 against the Falcons, and has not
lost to them in the Von Braun Center since 1989, a4-2 decision that many of the 40-year old alums in the stands remember watching as students.
So don' t judge this tean1 on its first six games. On a
schedule of We tern Collegiate Hockey Association
(WCHA) teams that even the WCHA felt was obscene, the
Chargers proved that they could run with the best of them.
The season starts this weekend, and with a CHA conference championship. the Chargers qualify to play for their
fir t national championship in five years.
But don't let me get ahead of myself.

The Exponent is now
hiring writers for

entertainment and sports!
Come by our office
in the UC, room 104
for more information.

- OFF CAMPUS -

THERE WHEN YOU
NEED US/!

CONVENIENCE
CUSTOMER SERVICE
1009 HE DERSON RD
837-9529 fax 837-0916

If you have any
comments on the
articles or the Sports
section in general,
please contact Ronak
Patel, Sports Editor at
ro_93@hotmail.com
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inment
By Jorge Raub
Entertainment
Editor
raubj@email.uah.edu

Punch-Drunk Love has twisted humor
By Melanie Howard
Brandm@email.uah.edu

On Sunday November 17, the Film Co-op will present
the Best of the Short Attention Span Film & Video Festival at Lee High School auditorium at 2 p.m.
Thi, program i-, a combination of the best 44 short
films chosen from the first eight years of the Short Attention Span Film & Video Festival. Each film is under two
minutes long and the total program runs about 80 minutes including a short intermission.
Earlier thi-, year, the Film Co-op showed the 9th Annual Short Attention Span Film & Video Festival in I lunt-;villc on three different date<, to a combined total of nearly
250 people. The festival's great success prompted the
Film Co-op to bring this '"best or· program to town.
The Short Attention Span Film & Video Festival was
the world's first festival to present short, short filmseach less than two minutes long. Beth Hall Thrasher at
Artists' Television Access founded the fest in 1991 in
San Francisco. It was created to provide a showcase for
filmmaker with great ideas but low budgets.
Since its inception, the festival has also provided a
network of support for short film and video makers in the
U.S. and around the world. For the past nine years, SASFVF
has continued to grow extensively and now plays to
packed houses in 30 cities around the country on its traveling theater tour.
The festival program typically consists of 60 to 70
two-minute film and run for just over an hour and a half.
The films themselves are very eclectic: some are rough
and some polished, some hilarious and others heartbreaking. However, they a ll demonstrate the very powerful
medium that is the short film.
The Alabama Filmmakers Co-Op is a non-profit organizatio n providing support to independent film and video
makers, and serving a.<, a resource for alternative media in
'orth Alabama. Members include filmmaker,, film teachers. -,ound professionals, equipment operators, actors.
individuals who support independent productions, and
tho e interested in these films from a viewer standpoint.
The Film Co-Op is one of Huntsville's best-kept , ecret,, in my opinion, and one of few available local outlets for independent and alternative film and artists. If
you have the time, I would definitely recommend attending thi event.
Lee High School is located at 606 Forrest Circle in
Hunts-.ille. The co-,1 is $5 general admi-,-,ion; $3 for Film
Co-op member.,. For infonnation on the film fest, call the
Film Co-Op's Special E-.ents Coordinator Linda Haynes
at 505-0527. To learn more about the Co-Op and upcoming event,. go to http://www.filmcoop.org.

Reverend Roy Hulling
Chaplain Services, Dating and Marriage
Counseling Pregnancy Crisis Counseling,
and Depression Counseling

For more Information call:
721.9496 (home) or 772.9496 (Office)
If you have any comments about
the Entertainment Section,
please email Jorge Raub at
raubj@email.uah.edu

This movie is as strange
as its title. It doesn·t seem to
follow any rules of any sort.
The plot is simple
enough. Barry Egan (Adam
Sandler) is an executhe in a
small business. He seems a
little abnonnal at first. As the
plot develops we ee that he
is a depressed individual
filled with confusion and self
doubt, no than ks to his
seven tormenting sisters.
Barry meet<; one of his sisters' friends, Lena Leonard
(Emily Watson). They enjoy
one date together. She leaves
for Hawaii the next day. He
flies to Hawaii to meet after
becomi ng fearful of the
events in the parallel plot.
One night before meeting
Lena, he calls a phone sex
line. The girl take his credit
card number and starts harassing him for more money.
She se nds some scrawny
looking, but tough g uy to
scare him, slap him around,
and take his money.
Lena and Barry share a
wonderful vacation together.
Somehow they bond in their
own unique way. While kissing, -;he . ays that she wants
to bite his cheek because it

looks so cute. He replies that
he wants to smash her face
in. Somehow this is a tum-on
to both.
They bond in an unusual
way. Barry lowly admit~ that
what his sister ha.~ said about
his temper is true. Amazingly,
Lena is not scared away. She

Top: Barry Egan (Adam Sandler)
and
Lena
Leonard
(Emily
Watson) enjoy their first date at
a restaurant. What was meant
to be a quiet dinner turns out to
be a little more then they
bargained for. Side: Barry sees
a huge truck crash Into another
car driving down the street whlle
sipping his coffee before worll
begins.
Afterward
the
"miniature• piano Is left by the
side of the road by a taxi cab

seems to pull him closer when
he acts out in despair. She is
a woman most men like Barry
could only dream of. (Her role
in this film is very '>imilar to
her role in Red Dragon.)
On their return from Hawaii, both plots unite ...
The director, Paul Thomas
Anderson, makes use of everal lighting techniques to
emphasize different scene!>.
In the first -;cene we encounter Lena, and the light ap-

pears very strong behind her
head. It appears as if it is being filmed with the camera
aimed at the sunrise, and she
is the only thing between the
sun and the camera.
In other scenes, light is
barely pre ent forcing the
viewer to squint to sec what
is happening. In their encounter in Hawai i. their figures fade into shadows with
only a bright background
behind them. They form two

silhouettes kjssing pa:,sionately.
I'll admit that there areal~
some scenes that I didn't
quite unden,tand. On se\eral
occasions. the screen tum.,
into a blur of colors or colo red bands that change. The
first occurrence of these
swirling and changing colo~
proceeds for so me time.
While it is evident that it is
not simply something wrong
MOVIE .... 8

HMA showcases Rockwell originals
By Leslie Tignor
E11tertai11ment Writer
The Huntsville Museum
of Art will pre ·ent its late,t
exhibition 50 Norman
Rockll"ell Lithographs from
o ne of America·., mo,t pre\ alent collect ion, of Rockwell\
-,igncd original-,, '>tarting
o-.cmber 17.
Thi!. exhibit will feature
worb from the Walter and
Myrtle PO\',er, Collection and
will include man} of
RockweJr, mo,t admired
lithograph, that were created
in the late 1960',. "Spelling
Bee," the fir-.t lithograph
Rockwell created, a, well a,
the popular 'Tom Sawyer"
and the 1994 edition of
"Huckleberry Finn" a re
among ~ome of the works that
will be included in the show.
'Tois exhibition of nostalgic images will surely soike a
familiar chord with audiences
both young and old," said
Peter Baldaia, chief curator of

I

www.uahexponent.com

I

the Huntwille Museum of
Art.
..Rockwell's idealized depictions of American life hark
back to an earlier and simpler
time, and convey a feel-good
quality that seems particularly well suited to the upcoming holiday sea-,on."
Various educational programs will be held to complement this exhibition, including tv.o guest lectute("',., ideo
presentation-,, and docent
led public tour, The programs are de,igned to help
the public learn more about
Rockwell\ art. pef',onal life,
and his innuencc on American traditions.
The fiN lecture, "ldeali,ing America:
orma n
Rockwell and lning Berlin"
wil l be held by Michael
Lasser on ovember 16. He
will di c uss the uniqueness
of these two American idols
in his presentation. Admi<,sion to thi'> program is $5 for
mu,;eum members and $ 10 for
non-members.
Jim Power~. executive di.rectorof.Buaitt on!be Moun-

tain, will be presenting
'"Rockwell Paints the Presidents" on February 16. Powers will be discussing portraits that Rockwe ll painted
of each president and major
presidential candidate between 1956 and I 968. Thi-.
program will be free to all.
Several free ,ideo prescn
tation-; will be held throughout the Norman Rockwell
Lithoxraphs exhibit to allov.
the public more of an in,ight
11110 Rockwell\, arti-,tic tech
nique, and per,onal life. n,e
tir-,t i'> '""Jonnan Rockv.ell :
Painting America," and will
be at 7 p.m. on February 6.
Thi', film include, infonnati\'e
interview!> and footage from
the orman Rockwell Museum in Stockbridge, Massac hu . etts.
The other video presentations wi ll be .. orman
Rockwell: Biography," which
wi ll be held on February 20
and "Norman Roc kwell 's
World, An American Dream,"
which will run continuo usly
throughou t the Normal
lwckwe/1 Lithographs ex-

hibit.
Docent-led tours will be
held at 2 p.m. on o,ernbcr
17 and December I and at 7
p.m. on January 23 so that the
public can find o ut more
about Rockwelrs featured
artwork.
The Normal Rockll'ell
Lithographs exhibit is -~rranged by Smith Kramer F~ne
Arts Services of Kansa, City.
Mi,-.ouri . Local sp<m,or-, 111
elude Vulcan Materials Com·
pany. Teledyne Bro~n Eng!ncering, Inc., The Women'
Guild of the Hun1-,-.ille Mu•
,cum of Art. 77,r flwrm ,lie
lime.\, and WHNT TV. Chan·
nel 19.
The tours and general ad·
mission to the show are fn.'C
to museum member<i and S6
for non-members. A $ I dis·
count is given to st udent,.
senior citizens, and milit.at)•
Thursday nights are free 10
the public. For more infonnat ion about this exhibit, call
256-535-4350 or 1-800-7869095 or visit The Hunb\ille
31
Museum of Art's web-.itc
www.bsv.museul1\.0n'.
' '
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Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?--a
stunning success for Renaissance OPPORTUNITIES
C I nd

By Jorge J. Raub
Entertainment Editor
raubj@email.uah.edu
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Renaissance Theatre will
continue their very excellent
production of Edward
Albee's Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? this weekend
'ovember 14-16.
The very talented Gary
Lee Knight and Robbie Crow
Shafer star as George and
Martha along with P.J. Slighting and Ingrid Goree, who do
an excellent job in their supponing roles a~ Nick and
Honey.
The play takes place in
the home of George and
Martha after tJ1ey arrive home
drunk one evening at a faculty party. George is a history
professor and Martha is the
daughter of the pre::,ident of
the University. Martha invites Nick, the new biology
professor. and his peculiar
wife Honey over for a night-
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f rontational nature of the play
that people stunned audiences when it premiered.
For those who have een
the cinematic version, the
production is much more intense as the action has
moved from a one-dimensional screen to right in front
of you live on the tage.
Some may find it disturbing, but that is all a part of
the black magic of Edward
Albee. Virginia Woolf will
stay with you long after you
have left the theatre and, according to Albee himself, that
is where the catharsis occur,.
Go see Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf! at Renaisi,ance Theatre for its stunning perfonnances and amazing production , alues. Call
536-3434 or 536-3117 and
make your reservations now.
Bravo to the cast and crew.

Available positions:

Sales Associates

iC also

lidn't

tastically and reaJly gets at
the desperation that drives
Martha.
Knight is equally masterful in his leading role and, at
timei., positively menacing along the line of Hannibal
Lccter. He is also quite dexterous with the unrelenting
dialogue.
Slighting and Goree play
the nai"ve young couple exceptionally well and provide
a nice balance to the bitterness of George and Martha's
middle-aged couple. However, it's not long before the
inner mechanisms of their
maniage begin to be revealed._
Virginia Woolf is a multilayered play that deals with
perception and the differences between reality and illusion through the gradual
revelation of secrets. It is also
very in-your-face as the dialogue is laced with profanity
and verbal ai.saults.
It is this aggressive, con-

Job opportunities available at 1he ~

sion-

!\eraJ

cap.
The bulk of the plot centers on a twisted game that
George and Martha play to
which Nick and Honey get
drawn int<>. The dark secrets
and intimacies of both
couples are gradually unveiled through malicious insults, humiliating revelatio11;,,
and painful confrontations.
Director Lee Deal, assisted by Michelle Allen, did
a fantastic job with what is a
very difficult work to handle.
Their ven;ion of the tllreeact play runs just 0\er three
hours. The action onstage
perfectly complements the
quick pace of the dialogue.
The audience is left on the
edge of their seat!> and it is
dffficult not to get emotionally involved in this piece.
Shafer adeptly handles
the gamit of emotions that is
required of her character, from
obnoxiou!>ly moody to almost
touchingly vulnerable, fan-
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City of Hunt v,11

Thursday to Saturday, November 14-16
Renahsance Theatre presents Who's Afraid of Virginia
Wolfe? Showtirne is 8 p.m. Tickets are $12. Call 536-3434 or
536-3117 to make reservations.

Friday, ovember 15
The Princess Theatre present The Family Series: The
Clown Princes Pargon Ragtime Orchestra at 7 p.m. at the
Princess located on 2nd Avenue in Decatur. For tickets and
more information call 350-1745 or visit http://
www.princes theatre.org.

Thursday to Saturday, on>mber 14-16
Ars ova present\ Romeo et Julieue by Charles Gounod
at the VBC Playhouse.
Thursday and Friday show,; are at 7:30 p.m. and the performance on ovember 16 is a 2:30 p.m. matinee. Tickets are
on sale at Pari-,ian, Parkway Place Mall and Shaver's Bookstore. Call Ar, ova at 883-1105 for ticket,; or infom1ation.

Friday and Saturday, ovcmber 15-16
Madison Community Chorus presents NUNSENSE II ...
TT1e Second Coming at 7 p.m. at Bob Jone~ High School
Auditorium. ovember 16 show is a 2 p.m. matinee. For
more information or ticket<, call 316-052 I or 316-0522, check
out www.knology.net/~madisonchorus, or email
madi sonchorus@knology.net.

Saturday, November 16
The Huntsville Symphony Orchestra presents: Classical
Concen #3 Shakespeare in Love at 7:30 p.m. at the VBC
Concert Hall featuring guest conductor Mariusz Smolij :md
Maxim Phillipov, piano soloist. Preshow lecture 6:45 p.m.
Prices for symphony performance tid.ets range from $22 to
$45, student balcony tickets are $12. General seating tickets are available to students with ID beginning at 7:20 p.m.
For tickets and more infom1ation call 539-4818 or visit
www.hso.org.

Saturday, November J6
The I luntsvillc Council of Fashion Designers and LeJeune
Productions present I st Annual Fashion Design Competition at 7 p.m. at the Huntsvi lle Hilton. Finalist'> from Alabama, Florida, Tennessee, and Georgia will compete for
Designer of the Year 2002/03. Tickets are $10 in advance
and $12 at the door. Tickets can be purchased from IIAL
Gallery, Barry's Better Menswear, Pivot Point. The Master's
School of Co<,metology. Act II Con'>ignment Shoppe,
Rebecca's at 5 Pts., and Alteration, and More. For more
infomiation on this event, please contact LeJeunc at 539CXX> 1.

Sunday,

ovcmber 19

The Film Co-Op presents the Best of the Short Attention
Span Film & Video Fe-,tival at 2 p.m. at Lee I ligh Auditorium. Admission is 5. For more info, go to
www.filmcoop.org.

Saturday and Sunday, O\-Cmber 23-24
Fantasy Playhouse Children's TI1eater is holding audition-.
for Charlie am/ the Chocolate l c1cton at I: 10 p.m. Ages 7
and up. Productmn dates February 21-March 2. directed
by Mid,i Lighthall Audition, will be held at Fanta,y Playhou,c An, Center. 3312 Long A,enuc. For more inlonnation call 5W-6h29 or, isit \.\'Ww.leuhemag1cbcgm.org .

Through December 18
The Ans Council of Hunt," ille i, accepting cntrie~ lor the
Valley Jubilee Stage at 2003 Panoply. Packages a\ailable at
the Art, Council office in the VBC, Monroe Street at Clinton
Avenue (Playhou-;e entrance). Deadline i-. December 18.
For more information call 519- ARTS or visit
www.huntsvillearts.com/panoply.
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Casablanca serves up Mexican fare with flair
By James Fluhler
Entertai11ment Writer
.flul,j@uah.edu
Casablanca, located on
Highway 72 West in Madison, had the sequel to their
"original" grand opening.
The restaurant has expanded
Times valid
11-15 through 11-21

next door to obtain the adjoining square footage and
thereby more than double
their space.
To celebrate their growth
they brought in two different
bands-a Mariachi and a
contemporary Mexican band.
Although both were excel-

Want to.take
your date out
fora $1?
See page 3 for
more details.

Brown Sugar (PG 13)
1:10 4:10 7:10 9:30
The stanta Clause 2 (G)

12:00 12:10 2:30 2:40
5:00 5:10 7:20
7:30 9:30 9:45
Jackass: The Movie (R)
1:00 3:10 5:20 7:30 9:40

lent. my favorite was the
roaming Mariachi band,
which serenaded each table
as they dined. The music enhanced the already charming
authentic Mexican atmosphere. The wait staff was
courteous but seemed to not
handle the specific requests
of our order well.
The menu was the usual
Mexican fare with a few spccialty items. Dinnercombination plates are $6.99 and entrees range from $4.99 and up.
(Those around me said the
margaritas were "good for the
price").
I ordered the Polo Loco

chicken entree. The lime-Ilavored chicken was presented
on top of a bed of Spanish
rice and served with tomatoes and shredded lettuce.
The meat was moist and tender, although it had been
sliced in strips and stir-fried.
The rice was freshly prepared and seasoned with savory tomatoes and peppers.
A side of fresh warm tortillas
wa served with my entree.
Other menu items to try
(according to those who ate
with me) are# I and #3 combination dinners. Each was
moderately priced at $6.99
and is served with beans and

rice.
The portions served were
large and worth bringing
home to reheat and eat later.
Overall, food, atmosphere,
price. and service were all excellent. The expansion and
renovation project has been
well worth the effort, without
sacrificing the flavor and
freshness they are known for.

111

MOVIE from page 6 -

I Spy (PG 13) 12:00
2:15 4:30 7:00 9:15

On the·TV series,
Seinfeld, who was the
character of
Cosmo Kramer based
on in real life?

Truth about Charlie
(PG 13) 1:30 4:15
7:009:45
Tuck Everlasting (PG 13)
4:009:30
The Transporter (PG 13)
4:009:45
Red Dragon (R)
1:30 4:15 7:00 9:45

The first 2 people with the correct answer for the Movie Trivia will
win movie tickets. ONLY 2 pairs of tickets will be given away
each week. Tickets for any trivia will be distributed on a first-come,
first-serve basis from 1-3 p.m. on Friday. No one who has won in
the last month is eligible for any contest or trivia. Please see Jennifer Hill in The Exponent office only between the hours specified
above. Tickets good at Decatur and Huntsville Carmike locations.

The Tuxedo (PG 13)

1:30 7:05
Paid in FUii (R)
1:007:00
Jonah (G) 12:30 2:30
4 :30 7:00 9 :30
*Denotes no passes

You've Got News

with the film, its purpose was
unclear to me. Regardless, it
was pretty to watch.
The soundtrack could not
be more appropriate for this
movie. Most of the music is
non-lyrical. It reinforces
Barry's states of agitation,
confusion, anger, and passion. If you can't read the
tension in his facial expressions and body language,
then sw-cly the music will help

you understand what he is
experiencing.
If there is any doubt, I
hould point out to the
Adam Sandler fans that this
is not a comedy. However,
there arc some funny scenes.
Overall, it reveals the inner
struggles of one man. Unlike
some of his comedies, it will
be difficult to predict these
scenes.

I Check out the movie times Online l
~ www.uahexponent.com

_J

The Exponent's Weekly Top
Top Ten Movies
1. 8 Mile
2. The Santa Oause 2
3. The Ring
4. I Spy
5. Jackass
6. My Big Fat Greek Wedding
7. Sweet Home Alabama
8. Ghost Ship
9. Femme Fatale
10. Punch-Drunk Love

Top Ten Hits
1. Emlnem "Lose Yourself"
2. Missy Elliott "Work It"
3. Nelly "Dilemma"
4. LL Cool J "Luv U Better"
5. Cam'ron "Hey Ma"
6. No Doubt "Underneath It All"
7. Santana "The Game of Love"
8. Madonna "Die Another Day#
9. Kelly Oarkson "A Moment Like This"
10. Sean Paul "Gimme The Light"
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The Renaissance Theatre at Lincoln Center
is presenting to the city of Huntsville the
play "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" by
E dward Albee. If you are interested in
attending, please come by The Exponent
on Friday, November 15 from 1 to 3 p.m. to
receive your FREE tickets.
•Supplies are limited.
•AJ
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Editorial

a phone call

.

LETTERS
o the Editor

F.ditor:
I am writing in response
o the Geof Morris' article
'Perpendicular Perspectives
Gun Control" which can be
ound in the October 31 ediion of The Exponent. Mr.
Morris brings up some good
oint!); however, some is~ues need to be addressed.
First i'> the issue of the
Fourteenth Amendment and
un registration using such
methods as "ballistic fingerprinting". Ignoring the fact
that many experts have found
that Ballistic Fingerprinting is
at best unreli able, any gun
registration is simply too
angerous for gun owners to
accept. One doesn't have to
"buy" any slippery slo~ argument as some sort of hypothetical, all one has to do
is look at the history of gun
control in the U.S. In the past,
previously registered guns
have been confiscated in
New York, as well as in California and various c ities
CROSS from pages
of North Florida University,
by over 20 seconds.
However, North Florida
won the Women's South Region Championship, edging
out second place Kennesaw
State University by 8 points.
Bothof these teams will travel
to Ashland, OH next Saturday
to race in the national meet.
The UAH women placed

By Jennifer Hill
Editor-i11-Clzeif
Deadline for ha, ing leners of .300 " oni, or le" turned

i, 2 p.m. on FntlJ}. TI1c Lxpone nt re,ene\ the n ght to
edit all materiah ,ubmined for puhlication.

across America. It must also
be considered that all a government has to do to enact a
de facto ban (s to s impl y
refuse to issue new reg istrations. This has occurred several times in the past, mo t
notably at the national level
with "class automatic firearms. The Fourteenth
Amendment was obviously
of little concern to our gove rnme nt when these bans
took effect.
Next is the issue of socalled "Assault" weapons.
Mr. Morris mistakenly states
that "Assault'' weapons are
not suitable for hunting or for
self-defense. Though I am
not a hunter, l know that it is
very possible (and legal) to
use some classified "assault"
ri Iles for hunting. There have
also been cases of people
using these firearms for selfdefense, most notably during
the infamous L.A. Riots,
where storeowners used
these weapons to defend

The most di sturbing
statement in Mr. Morris' article, however, is his last
statement. "But some gun
laws are indeed needed, because there are simply some
firearms that the average

5th out of 16 teams in the
South Region meet. UAH 's
Amy Phillips finished 20'h
and
Brooke
o verall,
111
McDaniel place 24 in a field
of 118 runners. Prior to
Saturday's race, the UAH
women were ranked 5,h in the
region, and on Saturday, they
were able 10 defend their
rnnking.

The UAH men and
women had a successful season. Some C hargers improved their race times by
over a minute and broke
school records. Both teams
raced competiti vely against
nationally ranked teams, such
as Harding University and
Kennesaw State.
The Chargers s hou ld

come back even stro nger
nex t cross-country season
after track and summer training. The team is only losing
one senior, Je sica Walters.
So after thjs year's performance by both ·quads, the
sky is the limit for them to attain even greater heights for
next season.

score the fear many students
have that American foreign
policy, and the war on terrorism in particular, are being
used as little more than devices to flex the nation's military might.
But America can't detach
itself from the world, Powell
said.
" It i in our interest 10
help nations of the world
move toward a democratic
path and put in place a olid
economic ystem, o they
can be our friends and not our
adversaries:· he said. " We
have no designs on anyone\
people. We have no de igns

on a ny one's country. We
don't wantto steal resources.
We don 't want to occupy.
People trust us to solve their
problems. They all come to
the U.S. to help solve theii;.
problems."
Powell, the son of Jamaican immigrants, also cites a
moral obligation in America
statu as a nation of nation ·.
"What is the American
majority these days?" he said.
" In 20 or 30 years it might not
be white males or white males
and females. It's going to be
people of color, and of color,
I mean Asian and African
Americans and H ispanic

Americans. And what does
the majority mean? It's beauti ful. It's wonderful. There's
no place on Earth like this.
Yo u can unders tand how
what happens in the world
effects u in every imaginable
way. You can have Miami be
a Hispanic city o r find Laotian communitie in the Midwest or go to Providence, R.I.,
and find more Cape Verdeans
li ving there than in Cape
Verde. And somehow we
don't fight each other. We
have our problems, but there
i~ no place in the world like
this."

r

their businesses, families, and
lives. Furthermore, many fiream1 designs covered by the
ban are anything but "unwieldy", and can be easily be
used for home defense when
appropriate. Operationally,
the guns banned by the "Assault Weapon Ban" are no
different than any other semiautomatic. Bullets fired from
these guns are not magically
more destructive than those
fired from other guns. At one
point Mr. \iorris seems to be
stating that he doesn't be1ieve that semi-automatic
rifles will be banned simply
because '"assault" rifles are
banned. The iro ny of that
statement is that the AWB
itself is a law that bans many

SEMI-AUTOMATIC firearms.

American needn"t have at
home." With all due respect,
the thought of Mr. Morris or
anyone ebe other than me
deciding which firearms I do
or do not "need" seems
frightening. particularly
given the majority of
people ·s "knowledge" of fiream1s and their use. Soon the
issue of ''Assault" weapons
will return when the Assault
Weapon Ban sum,ets in 2004.
I hope that more Americans
(Gun owners in particular)
take the time to learn more
about this issue, and will learn
to see past the ridiculous
twisted firearm nomenclature
and outrageous " Ho ll ywood" style tall-tales about
guns. Hopefully we can get
rid of this unnecessary law,
some unnecessary bureaucracy, and have that much
more freedom in our lives.

Drake Clark

P0WB.Lfrom page2
and beliefs is the path to
building a consensus.
"Out of that clash of ideas
and personalities and egos
and people comes compromise," he said. "We had an
election yesterday (Tuesday)
with trongly held views from
~I parts of the country. egati ve ads, p ositive ads,
screaming, shouting, noise,
the polls, when do they announce them. It goes on and
it's udde nl y an e lecti o n.
People speak and they're
conveyi ng the American
con e nsus."
Recent campu'> protests
again t a war in Iraq under-

hilljr@cmail.uah.edu.

111

Want to get more people to the events
that you are having?

Tryanew approach.
Advertise wid.J.rg~t.. ._
. . . .~

According to another E.xpo11e111 columnist's lingo, I'd
like to beat a dead equine. It has come to my attention as
of late that student apathy is at an all-time high. In order
to combat thi<; problem, the SGA in coordination with
UA H housing has recently planned a tremendous outreach to those students (I'm not naming any names) who
gripe constantly about not having anything to do in
Huntsville.
Well, guess what, you got it Toyota because on Friday night, you' ll have a chance to go out and do something wildly entertaining for just a $ 1. o I'm not talking
about calling I 0-10-220. You and the lady or man of your
choice will have the chance to board a bus from campus.
inhale fine local Italian cuisine in highly stimulating company, get a free T-shirt, and watch our very own "Boys in
Blue" take the ice against Air Force. A chance to heckle/
verbally torment the opposing team is also included in
the package. All of this is yours for just $ 1.
What I find disturbing is that only 164 or so students
have bought tickets (as of press time). What is wrong
with you people? Come on, this is entertainment that .
wou ldn't break my nine-year-old brother's budget.
But back to my original gripe... Why is it that only 164
students have bought tickets when UAH has a campus
of approximately 7.000 students? While some of us are
working other full-time jobs, like lam, l still fully intend to
run over to the VBC the second I get off work even if it is
for the last ten seconds of the game. Why? Because our
team needs !>tudent support, despite their floundering
record.
Whatever happened to the wave? And so what that
ou r pep band hits an occasional sour note. Sing louder.
Where can you do all this? At the hockey game, where
else? Come join the rowdiness this Friday night at the
VBC.
Also, you can't mi s the annual pike fish throwing by
the Pike!> in which they always and I mean alway~ get
thrown out and c hased around the arena by a few underpaid. bored security officers.
Actually, religious lulling and persecution are as old
as history. A pattern can be traced through the era of
human sacrifice, the C rusades, the Inquisition, jihads,
Reformation wars, pogroms, etc.
Did you know that Catholic-Prote tant strife caused a
deadly cannon battle in Philadelphia in 1844? Or that
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Leonard Frederick

SGA President
fredelr@email.uah.edu

In Case of Writer's Block,
Break Out Old Topic
By Geof F. Morris
Opi11io11 Writer
morrisg@email.uah.edu

I hope everyone is having a good week. The state elections
were definitely interesting here in Alabama. and I hope everyone got the chance to vote.
Just a reminder to everyone that this weekend ushers in the
first set of home games for the UAH Hockey team, as they take
on Air Force. I hope to see everyone out there and would like to
remind you that all students can get in to see the games free of
charge by showing their validated UAH lD's. As many of you
have heard, SGA and University Housing have teamed up to
provide busses to and from the game, as well as an all you can
cat dinner at Papa Lovetti"s. Tickets went on sale this Monday
for $1.00 per person, and the event has been met with a lot of
enthusiasm, selling over 140 tickets in the first day. I would
also like to congratulate the volleyball team on their victories
this past weekend.
SGA has been keeping busy this week. The House of Representatives is still considering two resolutions regarding parking and traffic now at Southeast Campus Housing, as well as a
code of ethics for all representatives. The Senate has several
constitutional amendments up for considemtit)n, ranging from
quorum issues to the requirements on individuals wishing to
run for President and Vice President. The Senate is also looking
into issues with student insurance here on campus, as well as
several other issues. Both houses are putting together some
philanthropic events for the Christmas season and will soon
need your help. SGA as a whole is looking into the possibility
of a campus-wide recycling program, and would love your input on this issue as well as any other ideas you may have.
Planning for Homecoming 2003 is in full swing already. and
it appears that this year·s homecoming dance will be held at the
Marriott hotel. If you have any suggestions for this year·s
homecoming. please direct your comments to Mrs. Gena Gibbs.
SGA"s Programming Chair. Last year·s event was excellent. and
we hope to build even funher on it thi~ year.
I would like to thank those who came to the Speak-Out
i.:orum this past week. Several good issues were raised. and we
hope to tackle them in the near future. As a reminder. you can
always bring your concerns to the SGA office or to our meetings themselves. SGA meetings are on Monday nights in the
UC, with the Hou. e meeting at 8:45 p.m .. and the Senate meeting at 9: 15 p.m. All meetings are open to any guests. and all
guest are given the opponunity to speak.
There are still a couple of positions open in the SGA for
interested individuals. and several of the projects we are working on will need some volunteers. If you arc interested in helping out. or just interested in learning more about SGA or any of
it projects, feel free to get in touch with me at fredcrl@uah.edu.
or by contacting any of your representatives. Have a great
week, and hope to see you all at the hockey game.

Okay, I'll admit it- I'm in
the latter-semester crunch
and lacking anything novel
to say for this week's column.
(I'd start kvetching about
how stupid Don Siegelman
looks right now, but what's
unu. ual about him looking
like an idiot?) So, I'm going
to bring up an old idea and
let you feas t upon it. If
you've read this column consistently for the Ja.;;t eighteen
months, you're probably going to start yawning soon; if
you want some sleep, I've
got some really great classes
to recommend in the College
of Engineering to cure that
insomnia problem ...
I got to thinking last week
when writing about "bread
and circus" that something
that would be darn useful
around here would be a stu-

big thing, you could throw
one really huge concert. If
you spread it o ut, you can
bring a number of up-andcoming bands into campus
and not charge the students
a dime. So, say you can break
that $150,000 into six concert'>
that would fit our diverse student body. (Let's not bring the
same type of band all the time
anymore, eh? lsn 't that getting just a bit old?) For $60,
students have bought themselves a concert pass for the
year, and the chance to see
some solid acts on the ir way
to the top. And that's not all
that they've gotten, either, as
$150,000 of the money is still
available for other student
services.
Doesn' t this seem reasonable to you? It certainly does
tome.

By Anthony Holden

By Geof F. Morris

Part

Opinion Writer
morrisg@email.uah.edu

Voice, fo1 Alabam~·~ Children
Contact Rhonda Mann at

334.213.2410
for more Information

To ensure a decent childhood for every Alabama child.
To accomplbh this mission. VOICES for Alabama's Children:
· rc,earche... the conditions of children in our state
• communicate, those conditions to those who can work for
change
• advocate, for public policy and private programs that will ,
impro-.e the lhe, of children and familic,. and
• build, coalition, to work for impro\cmcnt in Alabama·,
child \~ell-being

int'- bfC'hllcl"J-\.IN&alc~'. • "• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

some math. For you. if you're
a full-time student who takes
15 semester hours, a $2.00 increase is $60.00 over two semesters. Let's assume that
we have, in terms offull-time
students who are taking 15
hours a semester, 5,000 students. Now, you and I know
that we have about 7,000 stud en ts here at UAH, but
you've got plenty of saps like
me that are part-timers. lfyou
convert us to Full-Time
Equivalents (FTE's), that's
5,000 or so. 5,000 times 30
semester hours times $2.00
per credit hour is $300,000.
That, my friends, isn't chump
change.
So, say that half of that
amount goes to student programming. What would
$150,000 get you? Depends.
If you want to blow it on one

Perpendicular Perspectives: Republiclan Hegemony

VOICES

The following arc programs of VOICES for Alabama\ Children: Alabama Kids Count. Alabama Binh to Five lnitiath,c.
Bmin Train. Children·, Lcgi\lati-.c Agenda. Children·, Lcgi,lativc Repon. Kid, and Kin Program. Lcgi,lativc Advocacy.
Children ·s Issues Public Awarcnc,, Campaign. Regional Meet

dent activity fee increase. If
you don't know, you' re
charged a student activity
fee for every credit hour you
take. That fee is, as best as I
know, something less than
$ IO per hour. That fee gets
distributed to a variety of
places in the University, including the Office ~f Student
Affairs, where both the Student Government Association and the Association for
Campus Entertainment get
their funding.
Last year, I proposed mising that fee by $1.00, and
passing on the marginal increase primarily to SGA and
ACE. I'll be realistic, though;
let's raise it by $2.00 and
hope that SGA and ACE see
half of the increase.
Some will say, " What
good will this do?" Let's do

..

The 2002 mid-term elections were historic: first-tenn
Presidents almost always lose
ground in Congress, yet the
Republican Party, aided
greatly by a strong, consistent message from President
George W. Bush given in a
nurry of campaign stops, actually gained ground.
The question is simple: is
this a good thing for the country?
I argue that it is not. I am
genera lly a governmental
minimalist, and in that regard,
I truly believe that the government that governs best,
governs least. In that regard,
I certainly don't mind a Congress and a White House at
odds with each other, because it certainly forces compromise, which is generally a
good thing in American politics. Also, a Congress and a
White House in opposition
ensures that neither party's
agenda geh too far along the
pike. which is fine, since polarized parties tend to go to
extremes.
Of cour..e. there are arguments to be made for greater
cooperation between the Executive and Lcgislathe
Branches. For tlie la,t decade, it"s been bloody h:ird

'.

Opi11ion Writer
holdena@email.uah.edu

to put ·a judicial nominee
Christmas is going to be
through for whoever's been a real letdown this year.
President, because the oppo- Don't get me wrong. I am not
sition party has always held one of those people that gets
the Senate and put a a bad case of the blues
stranglehold on judicial uj)- around the holidays: quite
pointments. This actually the contrary. r love the holihits a little close to home, as days. I even get misty eyed
I'm related to Charles and sentimental. But after
Pickering, Bush's nominee for the Republicans regained
the Court of Appeals down control of Congres , I don't
in New Orleans.
know what else to wish for
Forthebestreasontonot this holiday season. My
feel so wonderful about the wish has already come true!
current political arrangement,
There has finally come a
one simply has to look back time when our elected offiten years to 1992, when Bill cials will be able to protect
Clinton was elected and the and defend our great nation.
Democrat maintained their There is a real changing of
hold on Congress. Just sit the guard coming in Ameridown and try to think of sig- can and world politics. Fini ficant policy accomplish- nally our leaders can use firm
ments from that time. Don't policy rather than watered
worry, I'll wait.
down compromise. The
Done thinking? I've spent squabbling and petty politics
a week thinl..ing about this, that have tied up our Conand the only two things that gress and our President are
come to mind are a "success" over.
and a "failure": the "don't
So what does this mean
asl.., don't tell" policy about for America? As for matter-,
homo-.exuality in the military, internally, the tax cuh made
and the Clinton•,' ill-fated early in the President\ tenn
nationalized health care pro- are now likely to be permaposal. The Democrats were neut with more tax cuts to
extrcmelydisorganired,even follow. Now that Senator
though they had a strangle- Tom Da~chle i-, no longer the
hold on power, ~nd t_r~!Y.• •~~nate ~ajoritr Leader, he
PARt1stage11 1 can no longer retard the

.

I

President"s judicial appointments. This means that nominees for seats in the long vacated appeals court can finally be brought forward for
a vote in the Senate. Further,
if the aging Supreme Court
Justices step down, President Bush's conservative
nominee(s) will likely be approved.
As for external matters, we
saw the immediate world impact of the e lection. The U
who had been tiptoeing
around the resolution on Iraq
finally gave overwhelming
support. The rest of the world
leaders now realize that our
President has the support to
fight a war against Iraq and
against terrorism.
Some might argue that
having one party with too
much power is detrimental for
society. I would have to
agree. But this is not the case
we have here. Although the
media has played up on the
power of the Republicans,
the Republicans do not have
absolute power. Yes it will be
much easier to get their
agenda approved. However,
they have to <,urvi\'e the court
of public opinion. There are
also spineless moderates P°'
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nothing got accomplished.
rm prone to thinking that
perhap, forcing Congress
and the White House to be
diametrically
opposed
doesn't make each body worl,.
that much harder towards
gening things done in Wash-
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ington, purely because it i,
so hard to get anything accomplished. lf the two panic!>
have to tuss le and bustle and
bang heads, they eem to
knock a little sense into each
other. I think I'd rather see
that than see Washington

wall,.ing in loci,. ~lep.
(As a n o te, ~ome ha\ c
asked in the last wed. if the
country is truly getting more
conservative, or whether it's
a function of Bush'!, relative
popularity, or if voter turnout
had omething to do with it,

or \\ har. Frankly, l think the
>
bc\wccn \he \w() O{)·
fundamental shift is because t ions- wh1cn 1n'e ·.onam\y
the base American popu- poor ones- the Republican
Party today represcllls allowlace-regardless of gender.
race. or creed- is starting to ing indi\ iduals greater
get tired of the idea that gov- choice, within certain conernment is supposed to do strai nts that arc certainly
ideologically consistent. I
everything for us. Given a

ulty members who teach undergraduate classes. There
are between 300-350 undergraduate Computer Science
majors and they comprise
over 50 percent ofthe department. It is the largest department in the College of Science, and it has an enrollment
of between 650-700 undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral computer science majors.
Ranganath believes that
because of the increase in
full-time !>tudents who live on
campus, the Computer Science Department and the
University should provide an

educational atmosphere that
helps student to become
more engaged with the faculty.
"I want to create a culture
or environment in Computer
Science that creates a kind of
academic attraction between
faculty and full-time students
on campus," said Ranganath.
"The culture that I envision
is where faculty and students
work together to make the department better."
The Computer Science
Department is one of the fastest growing colleges at
UAH. It also generates large
numbers of credit hours and

tuition revenue for UAH.
According to recent NSF
figures, the UAH Computer
Science Department ranks
thirtieth in the nation in federal research funding. This
semester, the graduate enrollment increased over 20
percent from the previous
year. Moreover, Computer
Science majors comprise approximately IO percent of the
total number of students at
UAH.
The department has a
strong student chapter of
the ACM that participates in
annual programming conte ts. Each year 80-90 teams

participate in this contest.
The UAH CS team has consistently ranked in the top 20
schools. This year they
ranked 16 ahead of UAB,
Florida Institute of Technology, Emory University, Georgia State University, University of Georgia, and many
others.
Ranganath wants students to know that he is desirous of raising further the
educational standards of the
Computer Science Department. He plans to continue
to teach classes while serving as chair of the department
so that he can stay in touch

with students. He is also very
particular about the quality of
instruction in the department.
Moreover, it is his goal to
ensure that students know
that he is here for them and
that they can bring any genuine concerns to him. H e will
do his best to make their educational experience at UAH
pleasant.
•·we have to know where
we want to go," said
Ranganath. "We have to get
there together, and it has to
be a combined effort."

been successful as the University has grO\\ n by four percent
~ince 2000.
According to Radonovic h,
"UAH is unique as it has only
7.000 students, but all the re~earch opportunitie of a big
school." He believes that UAH
combines the benefits of a small
school with the opportunities of
a big school.
Radonovich has abo been
very intere ted in enhancing the
campus feel of UAH and has
been pleased by the Uni\'ersity
Fitness Center. new dormitories
and new food service. ·'Our students need Lo feel owner-hip in
the campu~:· said Radonovich.
"that creates enthu:,i:ism and
loyalty:·
Radonovich's fa,orite pan
of hb job b seeing the growth of
students and a positive effect on
people\ live,. which he feeb
"brings meaning nnd purpose"
10 hb job. He aho enjo} imeraction with freshmen student\.
When asked to impart one
message 10 the students,
Radonovich 5aid, "Don't be dhcouraged about difficulty in education - struggle is part of leami ng and many things that are
worth doing arc a ~truggle at
time.''
The £rpo11e111 recently interviewed Dr. Lewi Radonovich to
find out a little more about our
Provo~t and hi~ duties at UAH.
Dr. Radonov ich wa, born
nonh of Pittsburgh. Penn~yl,ania in a small coal-mining 1own.
A product of the public school
system in Pennsylvania.
Radonov1ch Y.ent on to gel a
Bachelor·s Degree in Chemi\Lry
from Thiel College and his Doc•

toral Degree from Wayne State
Uni\ er..ity in Detroit. Michigan.
Radonovich then spent three
year\ at Cornell doing
postdoctoral research in physical chembtry and reactivity of
transition metals before taking
his fin,t job as faculty at the
University of North Dakota
(U D). He jokes that mo t of
his acade.mic and professional
careers have been . pent at big
hockey schools.
Radonovich moved up
through the rank at UN D.
~pending five year.; a.\ a depanment chair and two year, as Associate Dean of the College of
Art and Sciences. He then
mo\'ed south to the Univer\ity
of Nonh Florida. where he spent
\C\en year\ a.s the Dean of An,
and Sciences.
Radono, ich came to UAI I to
~ne in the office of Provost. or
Vice Pre,ident for Academic Affair\. in 2000. lie liked UAH because of the research environment and the invohement in the
space program. Y.hich moti.ated
him to pur..uc ,cience Y.hen he
,..a, young.
He was abo e:tcited b} the
opponunity to work in national

le, el programs and research at
UAJ-1. as well as the quality of
student. and faculty he aw
here.
Radono\ ich 1>Ce, the Provost
as someone who "serves students and de, el ops excellence in
tudcnts and facuhy." The Provost i5 considered the chief academic officer of the Uni,ersity;
therefore, he is responsible for
the program, and courses offered by the University.
He focUM:s on the quality and
breadth of programs. while making ure they stay within the
mbsion of the University. These
programs are no,.., aho faced
with producing student!> with a
strong background in current
technology.
SC\Cn new programs were
tarted in hi\ fiN ,ear as Provost. including PhD programs in
Biotechnology. Management
and Information Systems. and
Civil l:.ngineering.
"UAH is not a 1)-pical \late
Uni,cr..ity," said Radono, ich.
since half of UAII students are
in science or engineering program~. That number is usuall)'
around 10 percent. according to
RadonO\.ich.

Another challenge faced by
UA H. and the office of Pro,ost
particular!)'. i, marketing the
Uni vcr5ity. Radonovich work,
to make ,ure UAH is known
ouhide of Nonh Alabama. UAI I
has already been ranked a5 ·National Cl:i s: ,, hich puts u, in
the top 250 out of 12.000
schoob ranked.
The Office of the Provo t
also hears student concem5 about
faculty and course and puts a
great deal of importance on the
student cour:-e e\aluations that
they review.
Marketing the Univer;ity i,
among Radonov ic h's cri tica l
goah, along with the wi..c utili1ation of limited resources in the
development of programs and
the UA II campus. He is abo
striving 10 '>Ce growth at UA II,
c,en in di<,ciplines that ha,e declined in recent )ear\. This has
been successful as the 'ni\ersity has irown by four percent
since 2000.
According to Radonovich.
"UAII is unique as it ha, only
7.000 5tudents. but all the re,earch opportunities of a big
,chool." He believes that UAH
combine, the benefits of a small

school with the opportunitiel> of
a big \Choo!.
Radonovich ha, also been
very intere\ted in enhancing the
campu feel of UAH and has
been pleased by the Univer.;ity
Fitness Center. new dormitories and new food service.
''Our students need to feel
ownership in the campus,"
said Radonovich, "that creates enthusiasm and loyalty."
Radonovich 's favorite
part of his job is seeing the
growth of students and a
positive effect on people's
live , which he feels "brings
meaning and purpose" to his
job. He also enjoys interaction with freshmen students.
When asked to impart one
message to the students,
Radonovich said, "Don't be
discouraged about difficulty
in education - truggle is part
of learning and many things
that are worth doing are a
struggle at times."

thin\;. that America i-, veering
a bit away from Sociafo,m,
"l hie\:\. ma\<..e~ the presumed
appointment of anc)' Pe\osi

as H ouse Minority Leader a
bit ... curious.)

es from page 1
that the programs that are offered by the department will
meet the growing demand in
the workplace for applications and programs related to
Computer Science.
"We should move in the
direction of developing expertise in application areas
that will be in great demand
and that will create well paying jobs in the future," said
Ranganath. "We must constantly keep track of the evolution of technology and upgrade our curriculum to meet
the need<; of the future."
He also wants to increase
the number of full-time fac-

LEWISfrom page 1
courses offered b)' 1hc University.
lie focu<,c~ on the qual ity and
breadth of program~. while making ,ure they ~,ay with in the
mi,\ion of the Univcr:-ity. The~
program arc now also faced
with producing ,111dents with a
strong background in current
technology.
Seven new programs were
taned in hb fir.;t year a:, ProV0\l. including PhD programs in
Biotechnology, Management
and Information Sy\tem,. and
Civil Engineering.
"UAH is not a typical state
Uni,ersity," \aid Radonovich.
~ince half of UAl I students are
in ,ciencc or cngi nceri ng program,. That number i, u,ually
around IO percent. according 10
Radono,ich.
Another challenge faced by
UAl I. and lhc office of Pro\'OM
particular!). h marketing the
Uni\er.;ity. Radono,ich work,
to make ,urc UJ\11 i, l,.noY.n
ouhide of North Alabama. UAH
ha, alread) been rani,.ed as 'National Cla~,,' which put, us in
the top 250 out of 12.000
schools ranked.
The Office of the Provo,t
al'-0 hear\ '>ludem concern, about
faculty and cour,es and puts a
great deal of importance on the
Mudent cour:,e e,.,aluations that
they review.
Marketing the Univer,ity b
among Radono,ich·, critical
goal , along with the ,,.be utiliz.ation of limited re,ources in the
de\elopment of program, and
the UAI I campus. He i, al,o
\lrhing to '>Ce gro,qh at UAH,
e,c:n in di<,ciplines that ha,e declined in recent years. Thi\ has
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'"f a,

Republican, 111 C'ongrc"
th at are for ,ale to the: h1ghc,1
lohhyi,t. Con1111ual1 1 nipping at
the Republican coattail .,.. 111 he the
Demo.:ra11c Part} tr, ing to unra\el C\ery dec1,1on the Republican, make. The fiN time Repuhhcan policy fail, Cw1,htul 1h111k•ng for the DemocrahJ. the
Democrats will immediately he~~ to ridicule the majority pany.
. tth the help of the liberal media, they are certain not 10 give
up.
When the next election cycle
: 11 . around, the Republican will
Judged on the merits of their
party_ o longer will the Republican be able to scapegoat the
!?emocrat (darn. I 1..new there

y.ould be a do,.. n side to th1' • I
can't make fun of hberah any•
more). The burden of proof lie,
firmly on the Republican, houlder, when 11 come, to ,howing
that their policie, work. The opportunity and burden before the
Republicans is almo,1 unparalleled
in history. However. by u~mg
sound economic policy. the Re
publican are ure 10 rally us out
of 1~ weak economy ~lid Willie
left us and us~r in much needed
tax breaks. As the Republican
begin to let corporation retain a
larger portion of their income .
the job market hould open _up.
Thi pring hould be a good ume
to graduate! Too bad I am not
going 10 ...
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Campus Club Wire
Editor's Note: ~, Jhponmt resen·es the right to edit all submissions for co111ent. Due to space requirements, please
limit announcements to approximately 75 words. All submissions 11111st be given directly to Jennifer Hill, Editor in The
Exponent office, I04 University Center or emailed to Jennifer Hill at exponent@email.uah.edu 110 later than 2 p.m. on
Friday. No submissions left in the drop-box will be printed. Announcements are preferred 011 disk. A111101111cemenrs with
graphics will not be accepted.

The Science Ambassadors would like to invite UA H . tudents out to movie night. The next three s hows and date are as
follows: ov. 19 - Blade II Movie night will be held in Wilson Hall room 141 and will begin at 8 p.m. Drinks and food are
allowed.

cience Ambassadors are hosting a College of Science night at the fir-,t UA H hockey game Friday ovember 15. Science
student are encouraged to atte nd and show their support, as we will be eated together in a designated section. Stay
connected for more details.
Caribbean Student Association- The long awaited Unity Banquet ho ted by the Caribbean Student As ociation planned
for Friday ovember 15, 2002 is upon us. It will be held in the UC Exhibit Hall at 7 p.m. harp. Ticket are $15.00 each and
are available at the Univen,ity Center Information Desk. Formal attire. Thi i open to all intere ted persons. Come out and
enjoy an elegant evening of first class dining and dancing. For more information email then ia@yahoo.com.

The Medical Careers Club i holding its annual Health Careers Day on Friday, ovember 15 from 9 a.m. to noon in the
University Center. Speakers include repre entatives from UAB Medical School, Auburn Pharmacy School, and UAB
Dental School. If you have any question please feel free to contact Julie Crowder at JCKaylie8 I @m n.com. This event is
open to all intere ted students!
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Samsung Cell Phone Model
NI 05 Used condition, only 5
Months old. Includes: House
cha rger , Ear P iece, Car
C h a rger, sim c h ip, and
Man ual.
Works
w ith
Voicestream, Tmobil, a nd
Po werte l. Asking $65. Please
call 426-7920.

By Ed Canty
5

6

8

1

~

11

12

13

\ ro s
I \fog. lang
'i \ sscs,or
10 Rug
14 Disturb
15 Eat away
16 Term of enlistment
17 pokcn
18 City of Light

1998 Lumina LT'Z, 3800V6,
Spo rt per f., alloy wheels,
c rui se, a ir, keyless entry,
power locks &windows, 61 K
miles, $7600. 837-6464

19 Aviation prefix
20 chool act1Vity
2 I Maine sight
23 Boxes
25 De sert

26 Tourist purchase
28 R um cakes
30 Overturn
31 Word before cham pion

◄7

53
56

and leader

59

32 Beau Brummel
35 Karate status symbol
36 Bottle dweller

4 S lip pery fellow
5 I tomework output
6 aud i re idents
7 High rocky htlls
ltcr

37 Morsel

38 Hand tool
39 Ballroom dance line
40 ensc
41 Holy terror.
42 Drive-in employee
43 Relating to the stars
46 C.a" itics
47 Marina sights
50 JFK visitor
53 Amph1b1an
54 pace craft path
55 Coward, for one
56 Wicked
57 Blocka e
SX ook,c
59
Descartes
60 Philanderer?
61 Lc,cc

ecn around the s table
42 Word before pin
43 Flower
44 Jostle
45 Bride follo~cr
46 Baseball's atchcl
48 \Vooden toy maker
49 Mind
51 Amount of time
52 Cosmetic ingredient

9 Look-alike
IO Condition
11 Weeden.
12 Haloes
13 Search blindly
2 1 Edible fat

'87 Honda Accord. 5-Speed,
4 door, C lean, New Tires and
Brakes Runs Excellent! and
$ 1596. Call 256.3 16.0206
89 Toyota Camry, 4-cyl, automatic, 160K miles, C D/AM/
FM, new ti res and brakes.
very reliable. $2,400 o.b.o. Call
824-3739 or 520-8077.

22 Thoroughfare

33
Graham
34 Chirp
36 f>. .T. t,ugct
37 udc
39 Prepare for the exam
40 'cafarcrs

)ow

Leaper
~

Ventilated
3 Beach ,ight

Q.u.Qf!"hJ" O

nnf-n

Dcmocrucy mean.\ thar
unyone cu11 1.>rcni up to
be pre,ident. and
a11yune l,·ho dot ,n'r
grow up ,·an h(• vit e
pre,idenr.

Camel-colored knee boots,
Enzo Angiolini, 9 In. Worn
once. still in box & plastic. Pd.
$ 150. will sell for $70. Cal I 82451 13; Evenings call 716-1645.

MISC_
• • • Johnny Car"'"

-- ·-

.

by phil flick.Inger (www.l-e-x.com)

'i°'-1 t<NoW, IT'S HAO

... so

To fl#IP
fEOl"l.£ '(OU'~ COl"ll',-Tlel(

CAIi 'ctlcJ lt.Alllf
IIIE Fo"-. ~~<.

HO, NoT

WIT,4 OH /1\0ST COI.LE<, E

To ESCAPE ON

AT ALL .

CNl'lf\lSES. rEOfl.E f'JtEJr.Af><.E
14£ MSEI> OH MY Af?EM.4>1C£.

wEfl<Ef/~?

For Sale : Household Goods:
Micro wave oven $50, Bedroom Set (white solid wood)
$300, Child's Lamp (Boy with
Dog) $9, Chair $25, Suitcase
$ 10, Moving Boxes (Med to
Large Sizes) $3.00 Medium/
$5.00 Large, B&W TV 12"
$25, Original Art starting @
$300, Good Used Stuff. 8820 173 (Day).

C(()C.(

Moving Sale. All items must
go! Complete Olympic
weight set ,ind bench. Sofas.
recliner desk. microwave
oven. mirrof'>, lamps. piano.
VCR. J.Od more. Call 824-6857
or 721-0941.

PERSONALS
Resened. 22 year-old male
enjoy... relaxing. ,buali.i:ing
possibilities and considering
the \.\orld's worJ.,.ing.... '-Ceb
carmg. quiet. organi1ed and
insightful fema le
for
fricnd,hip.Wr1tc
brownar(g email.uah.edu.

C.C,'c'S WAN~A
HANCr OUT ~~IH
ToMOltR.oW

AFTERNOON?

FOR RENT

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE TO STUDENTS, UAH STAFF MEMBERS,
AND FACULTY. CLASSIFIEDS SHOULD BE APPROXIMATELY 25
WORDS AND WILL BE RUN FOR TWO WEEKS UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO POST A CLASSIFIED ON THE
EXPONENT'S WEBSITE, GO TO WWW.UAHEXPONENT.COM
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Programs make fund-~
ing easy with no risks.
Fundrasing date are filling
quickly. so get with the program! It works. Contact
Campu sFundra iscr at
(888)923-3238, o r visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
L-------...1

TRAVEL

I

rSPRING BREAK 2003
lis n o w s ponsered by
Student Express ! Cancun,
A c apul o,
Maz atla n ,
Jamaica , Bahamas, South
Padre, Las Vegas, Aordia,
and Ibiza: Book early and
get FREE MEALS! Student
Express sponsers the BEST
PARTIES and is NOW
HIRING
salaried
Salespeople, Campus Reps,
and On-site Staff.Contact
www.student express.com
or l-800-787-3787fordetails. I

I

'9 1 Nissan Sentra. 5-Speed, 4
door, Runs Good, and $975.
call 256.3 16.0206

55 Doze off

24 Pub ,;;erving
26 ousaphone
27 Gu-.h
28 Bell sounds
29 Opera rendition
31 Departed
32 Tall talc

Fraternities Sororities
Clubs Student Grou ps
Earn $1.000-$2.000 this semester with a proven
CarnpusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our

1985 Honda Accord white
with black hood. sunroof. 5
speed, needs brakes. 180k
miles. $800. Call 864-2528.

Crossword 101
Fish Tales

r-------7

1989 Cam.am RS V6 automatic
177k miles, rebuilt motor and
transmission. $2.(X)() or best
offer. Red. Please call 931937-0042

I Bedroom Apanment, 213
GrO\e A-.e.. car 5-point-,.
appliance.., and partial utilities
fumi..,hed. I year lease. Ref
req. $335/mo plu~ depo'>it.
534-4961.
THE ANSWERS TO THE
CROSSWORD PUZZLES
CAN BE FOUND ONLINE AT
WWW. UAHEXPONENT.COM
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JOBS

POSTAL JOBS $9.19--$ 14.32
+ Bennefits. No Exp.
For App. &Exam Info, Call
1-800495-5514 Ext 0052
8 a.m.-9p.mfl-Day ·
Sailboat Crew Wanted-Experienced foredeck person
(student
or
faculty)
needed to ,ail some Saturdays and/or Sundays this fall
on Wheeler Lake. Transponation provided if needed. Call
824-2327 and leave a me,sage
o r write ontogeny I@ eanh
link.net.

HIBBETT PORTS
A<;sistant Manager
FT/PT Sales
Hibbett Spons is a full line
sponing goods• store carrying athletic apparel. footwear.
and equipment. Opening
soon at Part-.way City \fall.
Apply at: 2801 Memorial
Parkway S suite 255, I lunts\ ii le. AL 3580 I. We are a
01 ug-lree company - \~C do
drug screening. background
ched,..,, and credit chech.
Pan-time Residual Income
or flat-rate pay. No inventory or collections. Inform
others about cost-~a,ing
services. Video a1;si,ts with
any business development
marketing at www.YQ!.!tlave
lnco~,corn (3 16)210-5 177.

